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**Description**
Add filter param to Plugin TrackerStat (to easily display graphical bars of tracker item answer counts from filtered results)

PluginTrackerStat is an easy way to display results from data in trackers. Trackers can be used to produce advanced custom surveys, and we could use on e single tracker to collect data from different semesters, years, projects, etc., but provide a simple interface to show a filter before showing results of bars with counts, etc., so that the use can choose in a central point which fields wants to use to filter data from a tracker.
This might be solved someway with plugin list and custom search and some tricky advanced display output or format syntax, but this in currently (as of April 2015) undocumented, and even if this might be feasible by experienced devs, it's not going to be as easy for endusers to be reproduced than just using the easy TrackerStat plugin with a new filter param, (similarly to the param filter in PluginTrackerList of TrackerFilter)

See some show instance with a call to TrackerStat already in place, if you want a snapshot of a working instance as a base tiki to get your development tests going.
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